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Brahmaputra deltaThe first Holocene stratigraphic record of river-channel occupation and switching between the Brahmaputra–
Jamuna and Old Brahmaputra paleovalleys is presented here. Motivated by the Brahmaputra River's historic
avulsion from the Old Brahmaputra channel to its present-day Jamuna course, we have obtained sediment and
radiocarbon samples from 41 boreholes along a 120 km transect crossing these two braided-river valleys. The
stratigraphy along this transect reveals sand-dominated Holocene channel systems, each bound by remnant,
mud-capped Pleistocene stratigraphy. Using sediment lithology and bulk strontium concentration as a prove-
nance indicator, we define the geometry and channel-occupation history of each paleovalley. The western
Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley is broad and somewhat deeper comparedwith the Old Brahmaputra valley, the lat-
ter actually comprising a composite of two narrower sub-valleys bifurcated by an antecedent topographic rem-
nant. The gently sloped valleymargins (slope: 0.002 to 0.007) and highwidth-to-thickness ratio (W/T: ~1000) of
the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley suggest that it was filled primarily through lateral channel migration and the
reworking of braidbelt and overbank deposits. Conversely, the two Old Brahmaputra sub-valleys have compar-
atively steeper valley margins (slope: 0.007 to 0.022) and lower width-to-thickness ratios (W/T: ~125 and
~250), indicating that these were filled primarily through vertical aggradation of channel sands. We attribute
this disparity in valley geometry and fill processes to the different occupation histories for each valley. In this
case, the much larger Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley represents the principal, if not singular, river course during
the last lowstand of sea-level, with a prominent gravel lag underlying the valley. In contrast the smaller Old Brah-
maputra valleys do not appear to have been present, or at least well developed, at the last lowstand. Rather these
courses were first occupied during the early Holocene transgression, and we infer that the river had been previ-
ously excluded from this region by the relatively higher elevation between the Madhupur Terrace and the
Shillong Massif. We also demonstrate that the Brahmaputra River experienced 3–4 major avulsions during the
Holocene, with considerably longer occupation timeswithin the principal Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley. Together
these observations indicate that occupation history and antecedent topography have been important controls on
river course mobility and avulsion behavior.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The Bengal basin is a continually evolving depositional environ-
ment comprising unconsolidated muds and sands that have been
transported and deposited by fluvial processes, principally from the
Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers. As a function of active Himalayan
uplift, South Asia's intense monsoon climate, and the resulting sus-
ceptibility to seasonal flooding in the delta, these rivers are sediment
laden and highly mobile through lateral migration and avulsion. The
Brahmaputra–Jamuna River channel, for example, has an estimated351805, 2301 Vanderbilt Place,
L. Pickering).
ights reserved.
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al delta plain, Geomorphologaverage sediment load of 590 Mt/yr (Delft Hydraulics and Danish
Hydraulic Institute, 1996) and currently migrates laterally at rates
N100m/yr (EGIS, 1997). Such river-channel behavior can result in a com-
plex alluvial stratigraphy that lacks lateral continuity. Borehole stratigra-
phy, therefore, may be difficult to decipher due to rapid reworking
relative to the rate of burial of these sediments.
In the Bengal basin, channel evolution can occur over a single season
andmajor rivers are known to avulse relatively frequently (e.g., Morgan
and McIntire, 1959; Coleman, 1969; Umitsu, 1987; Bristow, 1999;
Sarker et al., 2003), yet current understanding of Holocene delta forma-
tion is based on relatively few, widely spaced (50–200 km) boreholes
(e.g., Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000; Goodbred et al., 2003; Sarkar et al.,
2009). To properly understand the history and behavior of this system,
densely sampled core transects were strategically positioned to capturetary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021
2 J.L. Pickering et al. / Geomorphology xxx (2013) xxx–xxxthe full extent of theHolocene river valleys and underlying stratigraphy.
This effort is part of a 5-year, collaborative project designed to under-
stand fluvio-deltaic processes under the influence of active tectonics;
results herein are from the first transect of closely spaced boreholes
drilled across the Bengal basin (Fig. 1).
The placement of this core transect was intended to capture the
complete Holocene stratigraphic record of the Brahmaputra River
and its valley systems in the upper Bengal delta. A major river avul-
sion, detailed in Section 1.3, occurred in the late eighteenth to early
nineteenth century as the Brahmaputra River diverted discharge from
its Old Brahmaputra course east of theMadhupur Terrace into the pres-
ent Brahmaputra–Jamuna River course west of the Madhupur Terrace
(Fergusson, 1863; Oldham, 1899) (Fig. 1). Within Bangladesh, the cur-
rent course is called the Jamuna River (referred to as the Brahmaputra–
Jamuna River in this paper; “Brahmaputra” is used when referring to
the river in general, without regard to its channel position), and the
channel occupied prior to ~1800 CE is called the Old Brahmaputra












Fig. 1. Physiographicmap of the Bengal basin including location of borehole Transect A,whichbe
terminates at the Dauki Fault north of the Madhupur Tract.
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Brahmaputra River valleys in the upper Bengal delta plain, Geomorphologhave suggested that the Brahmaputra River has avulsed between these
courses several times during the Holocene, but observational data
pertaining to the history of these recurring avulsions are lacking.
In this paper we present the alluvial stratigraphy (up to 100 m
depth) that overlies the latest Pleistocene sea-level lowstand (LPSL)
surface in the upper delta plain. The LPSL surface reflects maximum
valley incision by the latest Pleistocene paleo-Brahmaputra and the cor-
responding highlands that were exposed as base level lowered in
response to the global advance of glaciers during the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM). This surface is coincident with but not limited
to the “laterite” of Goodbred and Kuehl (2000), the fine-grained Last
Glacial Maximum paleosol (LGMP) of McArthur et al. (2008), and
both the paleo-channels and paleo-interfluves of Hoque et al. (2012).
We propose the collective term “LPSL surface”, which acknowledges
the time-transgressive nature of these deposits, to incorporate each of
these surfaces.
After identifying the LPSL surface and placing it in stratigraphic con-
text, we compare the morphology and the width-to-thickness (W/T)N12.5 25 50 75 100 Mi
Km16080 1204020
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gins at the eastern edge of the Barind Tract, intersects the Brahmaputra–JamunaRiver, and




Fig. 2. Regional setting of South Asia showing shaded-relief topography and course of the
Brahmaputra River. The Bengal basin is approximated by the boxed area. Base image from
WorldSat©.
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nant processes of formation and infilling, e.g., vertical aggradation-
incision cycles or lateral migration. We also use the valley stratigra-
phy to identify channel fill deposits separated by preserved overbank
deposits as an indication of the number of channel occupations at a par-
ticular location. Finally, from these results we estimate first-order avul-
sion frequencies and channel-occupation timescales for the two major
courses of the Brahmaputra River.
1.1. Contribution to geomorphology
Theoretical and experimental approaches (e.g., Schummet al., 1987;
Whipple et al., 1998; Cazanacli et al., 2002; Bryant et al., 1995; Hoyal
and Sheets, 2009) aimed at understanding channel avulsion behavior
benefit directly from the addition of primary information on themanner
and rate of channel switching in natural deltas. The occupation time-
scale estimateswe present herewill inform current research in theoret-
ical geomorphology, just as our conclusions regarding the tendency of
channels to avulse into previously occupied paths corroborate the idea
that channels tend to reoccupy former paths (e.g., Mohrig et al., 2000;
Jain and Sinha, 2003; Aslan et al., 2005; Reitz et al., 2010). Several ex-
planations for this re-occupation behavior have been proposed, in-
cluding differential erosion of channel sands compared to cohesive
floodplain deposits, relative ease of flow through pre-defined relict
channel paths, and gradients created by leftover topographic depres-
sions from previous channels. However, the role of sea-level induced
incision in channel reoccupation has not yet been fully explored be-
yond the timescale of initial channel trapping during lowstand. Here
we present stratigraphic evidence that the Holocene Brahmaputra river
system's recursive reoccupation behavior is dominated by the locations
of valleys that were formed during the recent sea-level lowstand.
1.2. Regional setting
TheBengal basin, roughly coincidentwith the country of Bangladesh,
is situated ~200 km south of the Himalayan Arc and is bordered to the
north by the recently-uplifted the Shillong Massif, to the west by the
Indian Shield, and to the east by the Indo-Burman Fold Belt (Fig. 2).
Three major rivers, the Ganges, the Brahmaputra, and the Meghna,
drain the basin, which accommodates almost half of the sediments
shed from the Himalaya collision (Métivier et al., 1999). After draining
Himalayan bedrock, the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers traverse alluvi-
al plains before converging in the central Bengal basin and joining with
the Meghna River before discharging into the Bay of Bengal.
Upstream of the Tista River, the mainstem Brahmaputra is fed by
catchment rainfall and snowmelt. It acquires ~35% of its sediment load
from the Namche Barwa and Great Bend gorge along the Himalayan
syntaxis between Tibet and Assam, and ~5% from the remaining Tibetan
landscape; ~14% comes from the Lohit River and Mishmi Hills and
~25% comes from the Siang River, of Arunachal Pradesh, India; other
Himalayan tributaries contribute another ~14%; and ~7% comes from
the Shillong Massif and Indo-Burman ranges bordering Bangladesh
(Garzanti et al., 2004) (Fig. 2). The Tista River is the Brahmaputra's larg-
est Himalayan tributary, joining themain channel about 20km north of
the Jamuna–Old Brahmaputra avulsion node in the northern Bengal
basin (Fig. 1).
Inside the Bengal basin the modern Brahmaputra–Jamuna has a
braided planform with some vegetated and populated “chars”, or is-
land bars within the braidbelt that persist over decadal timescales
(Best et al., 2007). The riverbanks comprise ~60% sand and ~40%
silt and are highly susceptible to erosion (Thorne et al., 1993). Baki
and Gan (2012) estimate bank-erosion rates up to ~200m/yr between
1953 and 1989, reflecting great lateral mobility of the modern channel
braidbelt, which is up to 18 km wide and comprises ~90% sand and
~10% silt on the chars.Please cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
Brahmaputra River valleys in the upper Bengal delta plain, Geomorpholog1.3. The historical Brahmaputra avulsion
During the late eighteenth to early nineteenth century the Brah-
maputra River avulsed at a site near the modern Tista–Brahmaputra
confluence (Fig. 1). This avulsion has been attributed to a variety of
triggers including a natural diversion of the upstream Tista River into
the Brahmaputra River (Morgan andMcIntire, 1959), faulting and struc-
tural control (Coleman, 1969), and gradual tectonic basin tilting (e.g.,
Kim et al., 2010). For detailed accounts of the avulsion see Bristow
(1999), Sarker et al. (2003), and Best et al. (2007).
Regardless of its cause, the avulsion of the Brahmaputra diverted
the majority of the river's flow into the modern course west of the
Madhupur Terrace and today leaves a relatively small meandering
channel within the braidbelt of the Old Brahmaputra course (Fig. 3).
This partial avulsion has resulted in the Old Brahmaputra channel be-
coming a small distributary of the main Brahmaputra–Jamuna system
(cf., Slingerland and Smith, 2004). Such behavior may be typical of
river course changes in the Bengal basin, because the large river dis-
charge and high local rainfall are effective at maintaining flow through
distributary channels for relatively long periods of time. A pattern of
prolonged partial avulsions may also complicate how avulsion and
course changes are recorded in the stratigraphy. However, by identify-
ing the source, lithology, and distribution of sediments built by these
distributary channels, it is possible to infer the avulsion behavior of
the Brahmaputra and the processes that have constructed the upper
Bengal delta plain through the Holocene.
2. Methods
Motivated by the historic diversion of the Brahmaputra River, bore-
holes were sited along a transect (Transect A) that spans the full width
of the Brahmaputra–Jamuna and Old Brahmaputra valleys downstream
of the avulsion node, as well as the terraced and elevated surfaces that
flank these valley systems (Fig. 3). Transect A comprises 41 boreholes
spaced ~3kmapart over a 120kmdistance, beginning on an outcropping
terrace near the city of Bogra, which is the easternmost exposure of thetary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021
Fig. 3. Oblique view of a DEM of the study area (top) and annotated physiography (bottom). The circles in both figures represent borehole locations of Transect A.
4 J.L. Pickering et al. / Geomorphology xxx (2013) xxx–xxxPleistocene Barind Tract, and ending at low-lying Neogene to Qua-
ternary hills near the base of the Shillong Massif. The depth of drill
core recovered at each site ranged from 20 to 91m below the surface,
with a mean core length of 55m. In total, 2255m of sediment were
extracted among the 41 drill sites.
Drillingwas accomplished using a local reverse-circulation, fulcrum-
and-lever method that was designed to install tubewells for drinking
water. The drill fluid is a mixture of water and organic filling material
to generate lift, and when coupled with ~20 cm/sec vertical flow rates,
the drilling process is sufficiently competent to extract gravel, wood,
and soil concretions up to the full 5-cm diameter of the PVC pipes. The
foot of the drill string is capped with a 10-cm steel cutting shoe that is
capable of scouring consolidated clays and fracturing concretions and
gravel clasts.
Samples were collected as wash borings at 1.5m intervals. At each
interval ~1 kg of extruded sediment was captured (~20 cm section),
from which ~200 g were preserved for analyses. Samples were also
collected between intervals where a significant change in lithology
was observed. For sandy deposits, the drill fluid was decanted fromPlease cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
Brahmaputra River valleys in the upper Bengal delta plain, Geomorphologthe disaggregated sands; with ~1 kg of sample recovered, though,
there does not appear to be any significant bias introduced in the
decanting process. For muddy deposits, these cohesive sediments
were extruded as consolidated, coherent plugs (often with bedding
preserved) that were readily separated from the drill fluid.
Atmost sites, drilling depthwas limited by the loss of daylight, as the
drill hole collapsed if not continually drilled. However, drilling at some
sites stopped because the coring processes could not penetrate the un-
derlying strata, often with gravel being returned in the sample or as a
clast lodged in the drill tip. Therefore, we consider that wherever this
‘depth of refusal’ was encountered in this transect, it represents a con-
solidated, clast-supported gravel surface. Such a surface has been previ-
ously identified as a lowstand lag surface of boulders and cobbleswithin
the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley (e.g., Japan International Cooperation
Agency, 1976; Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000). Shallower gravel beds also
appear to have locally restricted drilling depths at some borehole sites
along the transect.
At the time of sampling,field descriptions of grain size, color, and the
presence of gravel and organicmaterial were determined and logged. Intary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021
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was performed on all samples to 20-m depth and every other sample
(i.e., 3-m interval) below 20 m using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000E.
Samples were prepared for analysis by sieving to remove the sediment
fraction N1.168mm in accordancewith themeasurement capabilities of
the instrument, and the lithology of these larger grainswas described in
hand sample. In total, 980 samples were analyzed and results are re-
ported here as volume-weighted mean diameter. Bulk major and trace
element concentrations were also measured on alternating samples
from every other borehole, with more dense sampling in areas of
interest. In total 444 samples were geochemically analyzed by X-
ray fluorescence (XRF) using either a benchtop Oxford Instruments
MDX 1080+ XRF Spectrometer for bulk geochemistry or a handheld
Thermoscientific Niton XL3 Analyzer for more rapid targeted assess-
ment of strontium (Sr) concentrations. We emphasize Sr because it
has been a useful discriminator for determining provenance of fluvial
sediments in the Brahmaputra River (e.g., Singh and France-lanord,
2002; Goodbred et al., in press). Bulk magnetic susceptibility (MS) is
likewise a useful tool for determining provenance of sediments in large
river systems (e.g., Maher et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2008), and we mea-
sured 1521 sediment samples using a BartingtonMagnetic Susceptibility
Meter point counter.
Twenty-one AMS radiocarbon dates were obtained by the Nation-
al Ocean Sciences Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Facility (NOSAMS)
at theWoodsHole Oceanographic Institution fromplant andwoodmate-
rial or from the total organic carbon (TOC) content of fine-grained sedi-
ments. All radiocarbon ages were calibrated using CALIB 6.0 software
(Stuiver and Reimer, 1993) with the intcal09.14C terrestrial calibration
curve. Ages in this text are reported in calibrated sidereal years (cal BP).
Wherever possible, radiocarbon dates were made on organic matter re-
covered ‘in situ’ from coherent mud plug samples. However, owing to
the dominance of sandy stratigraphy with little datable material along
the transect, some radiocarbon samples recovered from sandy lithology
may be vertically displaced by a few meters (i.e., an error of ~10% of
total depth).3. Results
3.1. Grain size and lithology
Particle size results reveal a generally sandy stratigraphy across the
transect, with a small fraction of mud preserved (Figs. 4, 6) primarily
near the surface and locally close to the Shillong Massif (Fig. 5). The
ratio of mud to sand typically does not comprise more than 20% of
the stratigraphy at any particular location (Fig. 6), with the exception
of old terraced interfluves and basin settings (i.e., Bogra and Jamulpurn = 801
n = 17
Fig. 4. Grain size distribution of all samples (left) a
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raphy, gravel clasts are present in ~10% of samples, comprising a small
but widespread component of preserved sediment (Fig. 5).
Grain-size trends atmost locations generally fineupward,with basal
deposits typically comprisingmedium to coarse sand and decreasing to
fine sand in the upper stratigraphy (Fig. 5). Themean grain size of near-
surface deposits (b10m) includes silt-dominated muds and very fine
sands along the interfluve margins, coarsening to fine or medium sand
within the central portion of the river valleys. In general mud is not pre-
served below 10–20m, except for the thick mud (20–50m) sequences
near the Shillong Massif (Fig. 5; BNGA110–123). In contrast, coarse
sand and gravel is preferentially preserved in the deeper stratigraphy
and rarely found shallower than 20m below surface.
For the sand-dominated lithologies, the grain-size distributions
are well sorted with rounded grains, gray to gray-brown in color,
and composed primarily of quartz and feldspar with generally abundant
micas and heavy minerals. However, there is a distinctive sand lithology
that occurs as discrete deposits within the mud-dominated stratigraphy
near the Shillong Massif. These unique sands comprise poorly sorted, an-
gular, quartz grainswith an orange Fe-oxide coating. Themud-dominated
sediments recovered along the transect exhibit highly variable color in-
cluding orange, gray, brown, olive, and nearly black. These fine sediments
also have varying degrees of plasticity related to the nature and magni-
tude of pedogenic weathering they have experienced. This variable plas-
ticity is locally useful in distinguishing relative age and serves as a
marker for the LPSL exposure surface.3.2. Geochemical analyses
From the bulk elemental geochemistry measured, patterns of
bulk Sr concentration are useful in distinguishing populations of sed-
iment that share a common provenance. Strontium isotopes have
been well established as a useful provenance indicator for sediment
derived from the Brahmaputra catchment (e.g. Singh and France-
lanord, 2002). Here Sr concentrations are sufficient to distinguish
Brahmaputra sediments derived from comparatively Sr-rich Tibet
(N140ppm) from Sr-depleted terranes of the Himalaya and the Shil-
long Massif (b90 ppm) (cf. Goodbred et al., in press). Three general
sediment populations emerge from the distribution of Sr concentra-
tions (Fig. 7), including a low-Sr group (b90ppm), an intermediate-
Sr group (90–140ppm), and a high-Sr group (N140ppm). Among all
samples measured, 67% yielded Sr concentrations N140 ppm (high-Sr
group) and correspond to Brahmaputra derived sediments. Among the
remaining samples, 15% had low Sr (b90ppm) and 18% had intermedi-
ate Sr concentrations. The low-Sr samples are located almost exclusively
at thewestern and eastern boundaries of the core transect and appear to9
nd of the sand fraction for all samples (right).
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Fig. 5.Wentworth grain sizes based on the volume-weightedmean particle size of the sieved portion of each sample. Samples containing gravel clasts are also indicated. OB-A=Old Brah-
maputra sub-valley A; OB-B=Old Brahmaputra sub-valley B.
6 J.L. Pickering et al. / Geomorphology xxx (2013) xxx–xxxindicate Himalayan-derived sediments from the Tista River and local
Shillong-derived stream sources, respectively (Fig. 7). Sediments having
intermediate Sr concentrations are inferred to represent admixtures of
these end-member sources.4. Lithofacies
Sediments from the north-central Bengal basin are readily grouped
into four principal lithofacies defined by their primary attributes,
including volume weighted mean (VWM) grain size, bulk Sr con-
centration, presence of gravel, and the plasticity of mud lithologies.
The emerging facies include those found in the Brahmaputra valleys,
including Braidbelt Sands and Overbank Muds, and those found in theFig. 6. Fraction ofmud and sand in each boreholewith the proportion of sand samples that
also contain gravel clasts.
Please cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
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Fig. 8; cf. Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000).
4.1. Brahmaputra Valley facies
4.1.1. Braidbelt Sands
Among all lithofacies, the Braidbelt Sands are by far the most
abundant and widespread deposits, accounting for 84% of all samples.
These deposits comprise clean very fine-to-coarse quartz sands (mean
76–657 μm) with abundant micas and heavy minerals and some feld-
spars. The sands are generally gray or gray-brown in color but may be
mildly oxidized to slight orange or tan at depth in some areas, indicating
brief intervals (102 years) of near-surface exposure and vadose-zone
weathering. The Braidbelt Sands also have characteristically high Sr
concentrations (N140 ppm) that reflect the Brahmaputra River as
their dominant source. These deposits have locally lower Sr values
(120–140 ppm), particularly near the western portion of the transect
where the Tista River locally contributes low-Sr sands to the main
Brahmaputra load (Fig. 7).
The Braidbelt Sands can be divided into Holocene and Pleistocene
sub-facies. However, these sandy deposits do not preserve well-
defined paleosols as do the mud facies, and so distinguishing Holocene
and Pleistocene aged Braidbelt Sands is not as definitive as in themud fa-
cies. In many instances, the Pleistocene–Holocene distinction was readily
defined by radiocarbon dates, allowing us to identify several lithological
attributes typically associatedwith the Pleistocene-age deposits. These in-
clude the higher occurrence of gravel and dried-mud clasts in Pleistocene
sands and their coarser mean grain size (447 μm compared to 378 μm
for the Holocene sands). Notably, high-Sr (N140 ppm), Pleistocene-age
Braidbelt Sands also underlie the thick Basinal Muds near the Shillong
Massif, indicating that theBrahmaputra River has previously occupiedpo-
sitions considerably closer to the modern Dauki Fault than it has in the
Holocene (Fig. 7).tary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021
Fig. 7.Mean grain size, magnetic susceptibility, and bulk strontium intensity plots for selected samples. The orange line represents Pleistocene–Holocene stratigraphic contact.
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Locally capping the Braidbelt Sands, the Overbank Mud facies is
distinguished as brown silts (20–80 μm) that occur as relatively
thin (typically ~5m), shallow (b10mdepth) deposits along themargins
of the principal river valleys (Table 1; Fig. 8). These deposits represent
fine-grained overbank deposition associatedwith the area's sandy braid-
ed rivers, principally the Brahmaputra. The facies is thin relative to typi-
cal channel depths and resulting thalweg and bar deposits (15–25m),
thus they have little chance for stratigraphic preservation despite being
widely deposited (Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000). Indeed, only sparse rem-
nants of Overbank Muds were recovered within the sandy subsurface
stratigraphy of the main fluvial valleys, above 60m depth (Fig. 8).
Two sub-units of this facies are defined as Holocene-age Overbank
Muds (HOM) and Pleistocene-age Overbank Muds (POM), which can
be consistently distinguished by their rheological properties. The HOM
sediments comprise soft, deformable muds, whereas those of the POM
aremuch stiffer and are extruded from the drill pipe as undeformed, cy-
lindrical plugs of sediment. Based on radiocarbon dates, the soft, highly
plastic muds correspond with strata deposited during the Holocene,
whereas the undeformed, low-plasticity muds were deposited at least
48,000 yr BP (i.e., they contain radiocarbon-dead organic material).Please cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
Brahmaputra River valleys in the upper Bengal delta plain, GeomorphologThe low-plasticity POM deposits include a paleosol that typically has
a gray soil matrix (redox depletions) with prominent orange mottling
associated with iron oxide formation, typified as a poorly drained
gleysol (Brammer and Brinkman, 1977). This paleosol generally occurs
within the upper 5–10 m of the POM deposits. The extent of chemical
weathering, i.e. oxidation, and compaction that these muds have under-
gone indicates exposure during a sea-level lowstand, presumably the last
lowstand of the late Pleistocene. In terms of lithology the Holocene and
Pleistocene Overbank Muds share similar mean grain sizes (44 μm and
37μm, respectively), but are generally geochemically distinct. Strontium
concentrations in the HOM sub-facies are typically N140ppm, except
for the Tista-influenced muds from the western transect, which are
b120 ppm. By comparison, strontium concentrations in the POM sub-
facies are predominantly b120ppm (Fig. 7).4.2. Dauki Foredeep Facies
Although Brahmaputra-deposited sediments extend into Sylhet
basin through the Old Brahmaputra valley, locally sourced sediments
also comprise a considerable portion of the stratigraphy in the Sylhettary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021
Table 1
Facies descriptions of sediments recovered from Transect A.
Facies Lithology Sr concentration
Spatial 
distribution
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8 J.L. Pickering et al. / Geomorphology xxx (2013) xxx–xxxbasin area, particularly along the northern flank of the Dauki Foredeep,
within 10–15km of the Dauki Fault and the Shillong Massif.
4.2.1. Basinal Muds
This fine-grained facies defines a lithologically and morphologi-
cally unique wedge-shaped deposit in the Sylhet basin that thickens
from 25 m to N60 m towards the Shillong Massif (BNGA110–123;
Fig. 8). The thickness of these deposits is one of the principal attributes
distinguishing this facies from the comparatively thin (b10m)Overbank
Muds. Overall the deposition of this facies reflects long-termmud accu-
mulation in the northern flank of the subsiding Dauki Foredeep basin,
which is being overthrust along the Dauki Fault (Fig. 1). These Basinal
Muds are further distinguished from the OverbankMuds by their almost
uniformly low Sr concentrations (b70ppm) andmagnetic susceptibility
(b10 SI), which reflect their local sourcing from the Shillong Massif
(Fig. 7). The Basinal Muds are further distinguished into Holocene and
Pleistocene sub-facies based on radiocarbon ages and their distinctive
rheologies—high-plasticity Holocene-agemuds and low-plasticity Pleis-
tocene paleosols. Otherwise the twoBasinalMud sub-facies are litholog-
ically similar and have a mean grain size ~50 μm and similar range of
colors and oxidation state.
4.2.2. Shillong Alluvium
In contrast to the well-rounded, well-sorted Braidbelt Sands associ-
ated with the Brahmaputra River, the Shillong Alluvium consists of
angular, poorly sorted, often coarse sand and granules to gravels. The
size fraction N1.1 mm often contributes N50% of the facies by weight,
and the remaining portion sieved for laser-diffraction size analysis
(b1.1mm) yielded a mean grain size of 330 μm with a range from 102
to 588 μm, but the bulk sample mean grain size is considerably larger.
These sands are also quartz-enriched without the feldspars and heavy
minerals that characterize the Braidbelt Sands. This unvarying mineral
assemblage is reflected in the low Sr concentrations (71–87 ppm) and
very low MS values (b10 SI) (Fig. 7). Further distinguishing them
from the thick, widespread braidbelt deposits, these sands occur only
locally as thin units (b10 m) within the northward-thickening wedge
of Basinal Muds near the DaukiFault (Figs. 1, 8). The Shillong AlluviumPlease cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
Brahmaputra River valleys in the upper Bengal delta plain, Geomorphologoccurs both above and below the Holocene–Pleistocene boundary but
without distinct variation and is therefore not subdividedby age. Never-
theless, the distinct lithology and local distribution indicate that these
coarse alluvial units are splay and channel deposits of the small flashy
streams that drain the steep, humid southern margin of the Shillong
Massif.
5. Morphostratigraphic Units
Spatial distribution of the facies reveals two principal fluvial valleys,
corresponding to the present day Brahmaputra–Jamuna and Old Brah-
maputra river courses. These valleys are primarily bound by terraced in-
terfluves, or locally by the Sylhet mud wedge in the east (Fig. 9). From
these findings emerge fivemorphostratigraphic features that are distin-
guished both by their characteristic surface morphology and analogous
subsurface stratigraphy. The surface morphology is revealed in digital
elevation maps (Fig. 3) and satellite imagery and largely corresponds
with the underlying stratigraphy. The morphostratigraphic units are,
from west to east: the Bogra Terrace, the Brahmaputra–Jamuna Valley,
the Jamulpur Terrace, the Old Brahmaputra Valleys, and the Dauki
Foredeep (Fig. 3). Here we discuss the stratigraphy associated with
these surficial geomorphic expressions.
5.1. Bogra Terrace
The Bogra Terrace lies along the eastern margin of the Barind Tract
(Fig. 1). Located at the western edge of Transect A, this terraced deposit
extends from BNGA002 to BNGA008 and lies 5–10mhigher than the ad-
jacent Holocene floodplain (Fig. 3). This unit is composed of stiff, weath-
ered Pleistocene OverbankMuds overlying shallow gravel-rich Braidbelt
Sands (Fig. 8). Along the unit's boundary with the Brahmaputra–Jamuna
Valley to the east, a thin unit of Holocene OverbankMuds locally caps
it. Overall, the abundance of rounded gravels in both the weathered
Pleistocene sediments and the Braidbelt Sands, in addition to the low
to intermediate Sr values of the mud units and sand matrix reflect the
strong influence of Tista River sediments. Indeed this area lies along
the downdip boundary of the Tista River's alluvial megafan (DeCellestary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021














Fig. 8. Interpreted facies distribution of Transect A. The black line shows the Pleistocene–Holocene stratigraphic contact anddefines themorphologies of the Brahmaputra–Jamuna andOld
Brahmaputra valleys.
9J.L. Pickering et al. / Geomorphology xxx (2013) xxx–xxxand Cavazza, 1999; Chakraborty and Ghosh, 2010) and represents a
mixing zone of Barind-derived Tista sediments with sediments from
the mainstem Brahmaputra River.
5.2. Brahmaputra–Jamuna Valley
The Brahmaputra–Jamuna River valley spans nearly 60km from the
Bogra Terrace (BNGA011) to the Jamulpur Terrace (BNGA070) (Fig. 8).
The valley is filled almost entirely (93%)with sandy sediments compris-
ing thick (20–60m) successions of Holocene Braidbelt Sands that gener-
allyfineupward (Fig. 6). These braidbelt deposits are typically capped at
the surface by a thin (b5m) unit of Overbank Muds, although such de-
posits are scarce below 10m and found in only 2 of 19 cores drilled in
this valley. This absence ofmudpreservation indicates a laterallymobile
channel system that is effective at post-depositional reworking of near-
surface sediments. Within the Brahmaputra–Jamuna Valley, sediments
are almost solely high-Sr (N140 ppm), with few samples yielding
upper intermediate-Sr (120–140ppm) signatures (Fig. 7). This geo-
chemical homogeneity indicates that the mainstem Brahmaputra River
has been the dominant fluvial system to construct the valley's stratigra-
phy throughout the Holocene.
5.3. Jamulpur Terrace
The Jamulpur Terrace is an elevated surface that lies 5–7mabove the
adjacent Brahmaputra–Jamuna Valley and is comparable, if not correla-
tive, with the Bogra Terrace (Fig. 3). The Jamulpur Terrace abuts the
older, higher Madhupur Terrace that lies about 12 km to the southeast
(Fig. 3; Morgan and McIntire, 1959; Umitsu, 1993; Rashid et al., 2006).
Along Transect A, the Jamulpur Terrace serves as the interfluve between
the two major channel pathways of the Brahmaputra River, separating
the Jamuna and Old Brahmaputra valleys (Fig. 3). Stratigraphy of the
Jamulpur terrace consists of a 10m thick cap of Pleistocene Overbank
Muds that overlies Pleistocene Braidbelt Sands and is fully preservedPlease cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
Brahmaputra River valleys in the upper Bengal delta plain, Geomorphologat core sites BNGA071 and 072. However, at sites BNGA070 and 081, lat-
eralmigration and erosion by the Brahmaputra during the Holocene has
removed the cappingmud unit, preserving only the lower gravelly sand
stratigraphy of the Pleistocene sequence, which lies unconformably be-
neath a Holocene channel-floodplain succession (Fig. 8).5.4. Old Brahmaputra Valley
The Old Brahmaputra Valley lies along the boundary of the Sylhet
basin and spans 28 km along the eastern portion of Transect A
(BNGA081–109). The valley system is situated between the Pleistocene
Jamulpur terrace and the lithologically distinct Dauki Foredeep-related
mud-wedge. The stratigraphy shows that this broad valley is actually
a composite of two smaller valleys bifurcated around a remnant of
the Jamulpur Terrace (BNGA094). Each of these Old Brahmaputra
sub-valleys is only the width of the modern Brahmaputra braidbelt
(10–15 km), or about 1/3 that of the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley
(Fig. 9). These constrained dimensions for the Old Brahmaputra val-
ley system are consistent with the abrupt and distinct changes in
stratigraphy that occur along the valley margins, indicating sharply
bound valley walls.
Sediments within the Old Brahmaputra sub-valleys are almost en-
tirely Braidbelt Sands underlain by similar Pleistocene-age Braidbelt
Sands. Like the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley, these sediments also
have high Sr values (N140ppm) indicating a primarily Brahmaputra
source (Fig. 7). Also similar to the Brahmaputra–Jamuna Valley, only
25% of boreholes collected within the Old Brahmaputra Valley pre-
served any Overbank Mud below ~10 m depth. Compared with the
Holocene valley depth in the much larger Brahmaputra–Jamuna sys-
tem, the base of the Holocene sequence is shallower in the western
sub-valley and slightly deeper in the eastern sub-valley of the Old Brah-
maputra system. More distinctively, there is no evidence for the pres-
ence of a basal gravel unit flooring the valley system as there is in the
Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley. This is not to say that gravels are nottary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021
Fig. 9. Interpreted diagram of primary Brahmaputra River sediment-filled valley systems.
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that floors the valley, suggesting that the Brahmaputra River did not like-
ly occupy its Sylhet basin course during the last lowstand of sea-level, an
inference that is also consistent with the smaller valley dimensions.
Another unique attribute of the Old Brahmaputra valley stratigra-
phy is a slightly oxidized channel-floodplain succession in sub-valley
A (Fig. 9). This ~10m thick deposit at a depth of ~35m below the sur-
face comprises b2m of OverbankMud deposits overlying a unit of mild-
ly oxidized, orange-tinted sands that we attribute to post-abandonment
vadose zone weathering after an avulsion out of sub-valley A. These
Holocene Braidbelt Sands are notably less oxidized than those of Pleisto-
cene age, such as the thick Pleistocene sections underlying the Jamulpur
Terrace, for example (Fig. 9). For comparison, exposed sands deposited
by the Old Brahmaputra before abandonment during the late eighteenth
to early nineteenth century avulsion have a similar degree of oxidation
(cf. Chandina Alluvium; Alam et al., 1990).
5.5. Dauki Foredeep
The geomorphic expression of the northern flank of the Dauki
Foredeep along Transect A is a relatively sloped piedmont surface
(gradient=1×103 compared to 5×105 for the delta plain) that lies up
to 10m higher than the adjacent Old Brahmaputra sub-valleys (Fig. 3).
The sloped surface extends 13km basinward (south) from the outcrop-
ping Neogene to Quaternary uplands of the Garo Hills (BNGA110–123).
Thismorphostratigraphic unit contains Holocene and Pleistocene Basinal
Muds, which form a wedge-shape deposit that thickens toward the
Dauki thrust fault. Angular clasts of Shillong Alluvium, sourced from
local streams draining the Garo Hills, are interspersed within this mud
wedge. The small rivers of the Garo Hills build local channel-levee
deposits (100–500 m wide) across the foredeep and appear as thin
(1–5m) gravelly sand deposits within the much thicker Basinal Muds.
The foredeep mud wedge is underlain by Pleistocene Braidbelt
Sands, indicating that the Brahmaputra river had occupied this location
during the Pleistocene. Continued southward vergence of the Shillong
Massif and increasing surface slope of the mud wedge may have been
effective at precluding the Brahmaputra channel from reoccupying
this area. Indeed, stratigraphy of the Dauki Foredeep ends abruptly at
the eastern margin of the Old Brahmaputra Valley between BNGA109
and 110. This transition is easily recognized by the distinct change in li-
thology from coarse, high-Sr, and high-MS Braidbelt Sands to the uni-
formly low-Sr, low-MS Basinal Muds and Shillong Alluvium (Fig. 7).
6. Comparison of the Brahmaputra River Valleys
In defining the LPSL (Latest Pleistocene Sea-level Lowstand) surface
in the stratigraphy of the transect, we have identified discrete valleys
that were formed by incisional river processes during sea-level lower-
ing in the late Pleistocene. This surface reveals three paleo-river courses,Please cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
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ing into the Sylhet basin, one along theOld Brahmaputra course and one
adjacent to the north (Figs. 8, 9). Here we compare the geometry
and morphostratigraphy of these valleys, which yield insights to the
history of Brahmaputra channel migration and avulsion since the latest
Pleistocene.
6.1. Valley Floor Character and Lowstand River Course
The two main valley systems of the Brahmaputra share similar stra-
tigraphy, generally comprising 40–70 m of upward fining braidbelt
sands capped by a surface veneer of floodplain muds. However, one
distinguishing characteristic of the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley is the
thick basal gravel unit that floors the valley and represents a prominent
lowstand lag surface (Fig. 8). This gravel bed defines the depth of refusal
for most cores collected within the Jamuna valley, and the gravel bed's
presence is corroborated through previous geotechnical drilling that
penetrated the full thickness of the layer (Japan International Coopera-
tion Agency, 1976; Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000). The drilling reveals the
full gravel layer to comprise a 3–6 m layer of cobble- to boulder-sized
clasts capped by 5–20m of coarse sand and pebbles (Japan International
Cooperation Agency, 1976); the depth of refusal for cores collected in the
present study corresponds with upper coarse sand and pebble layer
(Fig. 8). Comparedwith the sand-dominated aggradation that character-
izes valley deposition during theHolocene, this late-glacial-period gravel
bed likely reflects a comparative reduction in sandy bedload relative to
water discharge, leading to formation of a coarse-grained lag surface. Al-
ternatively, flow strengthmay have been high enough to transport these
coarser grains as bedload material, with sand-sized particles bypassing
this reach of the river as suspended load.
The broad (~40 km), relatively flat floor of the valley also implies
periods of sustained or repeated high water discharge relative to sedi-
ment discharge to develop such a planar, well-defined surface. These
attributes are not necessarily consistent with the climate regime during
the last glacial period, when discharge was considerably reduced under
aweakenedmonsoon (Kudrass et al., 2001; Goodbred, 2003). One plau-
sible solution to this apparent discrepancy may be the influence of epi-
sodic floods from failed ice-dammed lakes recorded along the Tsangpo-
reach of the Brahmaputra (Montgomery et al., 2004; Lang et al., 2013).
Such flood bursts would have been routed through the Bengal basin
and possibly played a role in forming this gravel surface. At present,
however, data from this study remain insufficient to confirm the origin
of this prominent basal unit in the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley system.
Regardless of the gravel bed's origin, such a surface is entirely absent
from the Old Brahmaputra valleys. In fact the valley base along the Old
Brahmaputra course is poorly defined and comprises largely continuous
successions ofmedium-coarse sands,with only sparse pebble clasts. The
Holocene–Pleistocene boundary within this section is only loosely
constrained by a few radiocarbon ages, subtle downcore increasestary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021
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in some of the boreholes (Fig. 8). In general, though, the complete ab-
sence of a definable gravel unit or lowstand surface indicates that the
Old Brahmaputra valley did not transmit the same large-magnitude
discharge that was apparently routed through the broad, flat, gravel-
floored Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley (Figs. 5, 8). The interpretation that
no sustained, large discharge was transmitted through the Old Brahma-
putra sub-valleys during the last lowstand is also consistent with shape
of their valley floors, which are irregular and narrow (b20km) with rel-
atively high local relief (Fig. 9). These prominent differences in valley-
floor shape and lithology confirm that the Brahmaputra–Jamuna served
as the principal river course during the last lowstand, a time during
which there is little evidence for any sustained occupation of the Old
Brahmaputra river course through Sylhet basin.
6.2. Valley geometry and antecedant morphology
6.2.1. Brahmaputra–Jamuna Valley
In addition to differences in the valley floors, the geometry of the
Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley is distinct from that of the Old Brahma-
putra sub-valleys in that it is considerably wider with an asymmetric
morphology (Fig. 9). This asymmetry is reflected in the gentle slope
of the western valley wall of the Brahmaputra–Jamuna Valley (slope=
0.002) compared with the steeper eastern wall (slope = 0.007). The
asymmetry may result in part through differences in lithology of the
bounding units along each valley margin. Along the shallow sloping
westernmargin, the Barind Tract's Pleistocenemud cap is friable, prob-
ably due to eluviation (i.e., mass loss) within the thick weathering pro-
files. By contrast the shallow stratigraphy of the Jamulpur terrace along
the eastern valley margin comprises relatively younger Pleistocene
muds that are less eluviated, more indurated, and overall less erodible.
This difference facilitates bank erosion by the Brahmaputra River into
the western wall of the valley, whereas the eastern valley wall at the
Jamulpur terrace, several meters higher in elevation with a dense mud-
cap N10m thick, is less easily eroded.
Another feature of the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley related to
valley-wall asymmetry is the concentration of shallow (b25 m)
Holocene-age gravels along the western margin (Fig. 5). The lithol-
ogy of these gravels, reflected by the lower Sr and MS values along
the western margin, is notably different from that of the central valley,
which is dominated by higher ‘end-member’ values of the mainstem
Brahmaputra (Fig. 7). This suggests that these gravels are sourced from
the Tista River, whose alluvial fan intersects the Brahmaputra braidbelt
just upstream of the coring transect. The incorporation of these Tista-
fan sediments, including sands and muds, into the Brahmaputra stratig-
raphy indicates the downstream transport of sediment reworked from
the Tista fan through west lateral migration of the Brahmaputra, or pos-
sibly a lower point of confluence with the Tista in the past. The resulting
stratigraphic unit lies near the surface and, at ~10 km wide and 25-m
thick, is the size of the modern Brahmaputra braidbelt. These attributes
suggest that the mixed Tista–Brahmaputra sediments reflect a single
occupation of the Brahmaputra River along its extreme western margin
during the mid-late Holocene. Thus, bounding of the Brahmaputra
River along this margin may be more strongly influenced by the steep,
coarse-grained Tista fan deposits than by the comparatively erodible
Pleistocene mud cap of the Bogra terrace. These attributes differ from
the steeper eastern valley margin where stiff muds of the Jamulpur Ter-
race, and not the underlying sandy lithology, are the dominant control
on lateral channel migration.
Where the Brahmaputra River crosses the borehole transect, the
modern braidbelt is ~12 km wide with four cores collected directly
within the braidbelt system (BNGA028–040; Figs. 3, 8). By comparison
the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley is ~62 km wide at ground surface, or
more than five times the mean braidbelt width of the river. This val-
ley:channel width ratio (N5) characterizes the Brahmaputra River as
an unconfined fluvial system having a high degree of potential mobilityPlease cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
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little to no preservation of Overbank Muds, reflects either persistent
lateral migration of the Brahmaputra braidbelt from one valley margin
to the other, or multiple discrete occupations through the Holocene
that successively eroded away previously deposited muds. (Fig. 8).
Another product of the Brahmaputra–Jamuna's lateral mobility is the
mixed Tista–Brahmaputra braidbelt unit along the western valley mar-
gin, which represents an extension of the valley beyond its lowstand
margins through lateral erosion. With a mean valley depth of 58m, a
width-to-thickness (W/T) ratio of ~1000 for the Brahmaputra–Jamuna
valley reflects lateral mobility of the river braidbelt as well and is com-
posed of stacked multistory channel bodies that fine upwards. Thus the
Brahmaputra has maintained a braided or low-sinuosity river planform
within amobile-channel belt throughout the Holocene, which is consis-
tent with the sand and minor gravels dominating the overall fining-
upward stratigraphy. Together these attributes confirm that the river
is free to accrete laterally through bank migration within the Brahma-
putra–Jamuna valley, which overall should increase the time that the
river can occupy this valley before avulsing to the Old Brahmaputra
course.
6.2.2. Old Brahmaputra valley system
Subtle topography of the eighteenth century Brahmaputra braidbelt
and levee system can be observed flanking the Old Brahmaputra river
channel, which was cored at four sites from BNGA083 to 091 (Figs. 3,
8). The eastern bank of the abandoned braidbelt lies at the town of
Sherpur (see “Seer pour” on the Rennel map), which is mapped on the
channel margin in Major Rennel's historical 1776 map (Rennell and
Dury, 1776; Best et al., 2007). Core BNGA094 was collected within
Sherpur and reveals that the town lies upon stiff, oxidized Pleistocene
muds that lie at a relatively higher elevation than adjacent boreholes
within the Old Brahmaputra valley (Fig. 3). From these findings it is
clear that the town of Sherpur was established upon a remnant of the
Pleistocene Jamulpur Terrace thatwas not eroded during valley incision.
This antecedent feature also bifurcates the Old Brahmaputra valley
into two distinct sub-valleys, one associated with the Old Brahmaputra
river course (sub-valley A) and another to the northeast (sub-valley B)
that is ~12 km wide and extends from drilling sites BNGA097 to 109
(Figs. 3, 8). Unlike the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley, the Old Brahmapu-
tra sub-valleys are narrow and laterally constrained by shallow to ex-
posed Pleistocene deposits. Both valleys are just the width of a single
braidbelt (~12 km; Fig. 9), and lateral migration and erosion of the
valley margins are less apparent here than in the Brahmaputra–Ja-
muna valley. For example, the valley walls are considerably steeper
than those of the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley (slope: 0.005 to 0.007),
with sub-valley A having mean valley-wall slopes of 0.007 and 0.013
and sub-valley B with slopes of 0.016 and 0.022 for their western and
eastern margins, respectively. The relatively steep valley walls indicate
that former Brahmaputra channel systems within the Old Brahmaputra
valleys have not migrated laterally but have preferentially incised and
aggraded in the vertical direction throughout the Holocene.
Such behavior is further reflected in the relatively low width-to-
thickness (W/T) ratios in each valley, with values of ~250 and ~125
for sub-valleys A and B, respectively. Such results are typical of fixed
delta distributary channels and indicate that incision of these valleys
was primarily the result of vertical scour and not lateral migration
(Gibling, 2006). Despite these major differences with the much broader
Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley, the valley-fill stratigraphy, dominated
by sand with a minor gravel component, an overall fining-upward se-
quence, and raremud preservation, is remarkably similar. The emerging
conclusion is that the large, bedload-rich, braided Brahmaputra River
constructs a sand-dominated stratigraphy in these upper-delta, river-
dominated reaches of the Bengal basin. In terms of fluvial behavior,
these attributes indicate that the Old Brahmaputra channel was forced
to aggrade vertically due to impeded bank migration resulting from
the cohesive Jamulpur Terrace sediments that comprise the boundariestary record and Holocene channel avulsions of the Jamuna and Old
y (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2013.09.021
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sive reoccupation of the former river channels because the valleys are
only the width of single braidbelt system. One consequence is that this
vertical aggradation within narrow reoccupied channels favors shorter
occupation times and forced avulsion back to the broader Brahmapu-
tra–Jamuna valley where the braidbelt is laterally mobile.
6.3. Holocene avulsion history
Results from this and previous studies reveal that widespread
sediment deposition and delta formation began after 11 ka while
sea-level was still rising rapidly, during which time the Brahmaputra
River occupied its western course through the Brahmaputra–Jamuna
valley until ~7500 cal BP (Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000). Radiocarbon
dates from this study demonstrate that Braidbelt Sands were deposited
in the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley at ~7800 and ~8800calBP (Table 2).
Additionally, Overbank Muds dating to ~6500calBP are preserved (un-
commonly) in the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley at ~60 m below the
modern surface, likely representing an avulsion into the Old Brahmapu-
tra valley system. This occupation of the Brahmaputra River in Sylhet
basin roughly between 7500 and 5500calBP is consistent with previous
cores from the region (Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000).Within sub-valley A
specifically, Braidbelt Sands were deposited at ~9500 and ~500 cal BP
(Fig. 8). Interestingly, the ~9500 cal BP date underlies a unit of mildly
oxidized sands (see Section 5.4), suggesting that there was an extended
period of exposure (~2000 years) following this apparently brief, early
Holocene occupation of the Old Brahmaputra sub-valley A. Perhaps
the brevity of this occupation coupled with the relative thinness of
this braidbelt deposit suggests that the occupation at ~9500 cal BP
was a partial avulsion into the Old Brahmaputra valley and that sub-
stantial flow did not return to sub-valley A until the most recent oc-
cupation prior to the eighteenth century, which likely correlates with
the ~500calBP date. There is no evidence to suggest that the river occu-
pied the sub-valley A path between the ~9500calBP occupation and the
most recent occupation, although there is evidence for a major mid-
Holocene occupation of the Sylhet basin (Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000;
Goodbred et al., in press), probably through sub-valley B.
The two radiocarbon dates from sub-valley B are mid-Holocene in
age, ~6700 and ~6800 cal BP and suggest that the Brahmaputra River
was routed through sub-valley B as a major occupation of the Sylhet
basin (e.g., Goodbred andKuehl, 2000;Goodbred et al., in press). Together
these results from theOld Brahmaputra valley system suggest threeHo-
locene occupations of the Brahmaputra River in the Sylhet basin: a brief,
early Holocene connection ~9500calBP through sub-valley A, followed
several thousand years later by a major longer-term occupation through
sub-valley B, and finally the most recent late Holocene occupation
through sub-valley A. Comparatively, the main river was located in
the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley during lowstand and through much of
the early Holocene and much of the late Holocene. When coupled with
the alternating occupations of Sylhet basin, this requires six avulsions
or partial avulsions since the start of delta formation ~11,000 cal BP,
yielding amean occupation period of ~1800years and avulsion frequen-
cy of 5.5×10−4 yr−1. These first-order estimates of channel occupation
timescales provide useful data for testing theories about river avulsion
behavior.
For comparison with these mean occupation timescales, we consid-
er the time required for the Brahmaputra sediment load to infill the
Sylhet basin and thus favor avulsion of the river from its Old Brahmapu-
tra course back to the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley.With amodern sed-
iment load of ~600 Mt/yr and typical bulk density of 1.5 t/m3 for
deposited sediments, ~400 × 106 m3 of sediment are transported into
the ~10,000 km2 Sylhet basin each year. Assuming efficient trapping
within the subsiding (3–4mm/yr), low-lying basin, these values yield
a mean accretion rate of up to ~4 cm/yr across the region. Such rates
could account for 4 m of aggradation in just one century, indicating
that the subsiding Sylhet basin would be rapidly infilled by BrahmaputraPlease cite this article as: Pickering, J.L., et al., Late Quaternary sedimen
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at only ~30% trapping efficiency, the mean estimate for this delta
(Goodbred and Kuehl, 1998, 1999), a full meter of aggradation could
occur in 100years.
The implication emerging from this simple budget calculation is that
the occupation time of the Brahmaputra river within Sylhet basin is not
likely to persist for more than a few centuries on average, unless the
river is able to bypass sediment through the Meghna channel to the
coast. Additionally, recent preliminary results of DEM analyses re-
veal that the Sylhet basin river course is longer and less steep than
themore direct route along the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley. Overall,
these characteristics do not favor long-term occupation of the Old Brah-
maputra course despite subsidence within the Sylhet basin. While sub-
sidence may be an important control in triggering an avulsion into the
basin, the occupation time is probably less, on average, than that for
the broad, straight Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley.
This observation that the relict valleys are still influencing channel
path selection behavior 11,000 years later is significant to the theory
of channel reoccupation behavior, i.e. how strongly channel path se-
lection can be influenced by reoccupation (Leeder, 1978; Aslan et al.,
2005; Reitz et al., 2010). The Brahmaputra has been switching between
2–3 primary channel paths for the past 6 avulsion events, probably due
to the presence of antecedent incised topography and the bounding
Pleistocenemuds. As a topic for future inquiry, these effectsmaypresent
a similar influence on reoccupying path selection for other large deltas
that incised following the drop in sea-level (Blum and Tornqvist, 2000;
Törnqvist et al., 2000).
7. Summary
The Brahmaputra River has cut and filled a system of valleys down-
streamof a principal avulsion node in theupper delta plain of the Bengal
basin. The Brahmaputra–Jamuna and Old Brahmaputra valleys are
flanked by macroform topographic bounding surfaces that have
persisted since the late Pleistocene. These Pleistocene-aged terraces
consist of oxidized sands and stiff muds that flank the Brahmaputra–
Jamuna valley and the west side of the Old Brahmaputra valley, and
the Dauki Foredeep basin flanks the east side of the Old Brahmaputra
valley. Each of these paleovalleys is filled with Holocene-aged fluvial
sediments that reveal four distinct facies deposited in this upper delta
plain. These consist primarily of sands that representfluvial braidbelt de-
posits and finer-grained sediments that represent overbank and basin
deposits. Although Overbank Muds are commonly preserved at the sur-
face of boreholes, very few are preserved in the deeper stratigraphy,
suggesting that these deposits are eroded and reworked as the riversmi-
grate laterally or incise and aggrade. From the distribution of sediments
along Transect A, together with the surface morphology, historical
accounts, and recent research, we have documented at least 6 signif-
icant avulsions or partial avulsions of the Brahmaputra River since
~11,000 cal BP. In the Brahmaputra–Jamuna valley, the dominant
river behavior responsible for building and reworking the stratigraphy
is lateral migration and accretion, increasing the mean occupation time
of this course. In the Old Brahmaputra valley, however, the dominant
river behavior is relatively rapid channel aggradation with little lateral
motion that results in generally shorter occupation times before avulsing
back to the main course.
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Radiocarbon ages recovered from organic material in Transect A sediments.
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OS-92970 BNGA11463 114 63 Plant/wood −31.8 NModern Modern
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OS-92985 BNGA12356 123 56 Sediment (TOC) −11.78 43,200 ±730 N48,000
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